Brute
BRUTE

This outdoor graphic holder is as versatile as it is functional. Use one
to hold a smaller graphic, or as many as you need to hold a large
graphic. The secure grip allows for use outdoors in the elements, as
well as inside.

features and benefits:
- Quick to set up
- Easy to store and ship
- Fill with water or sand
- Works with a variety of graphic substrates

- 100% of the water/sand will come
out after use
- Quick ship

dimensions:
Hardware

Graphic

Base display dimensions:
9”w x 14”d x 6”h

Graphic dimensions:
Height: max height determined by
substrate and wind conditions. Up to
the discretion of the user.

Weight (when filled with water):
20 lbs / 10 kg

Width: 1 Brute per 4’ of signage

Shipping
Shipping dimensions: (set of two)
13” x 14.5” x 9.5”
Shipping weight:
9.3 lbs / 4.22 kg

additional information:
Recommended substrate:
1/8” Cloroplast (preferred), PVC, Foam board,
Wood board
Substrate thickness: 1/8” - 1/2”

We are continually improving and modifying our product range and reserve the right to vary the specifications
without prior notice. All dimensions and weights quoted are approximate and we accept no responsibility for
variance. E&OE. See Graphic Templates for graphic bleed specifications.
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Manufacturers recommendations: In 10mph
winds – 1/8” thick substrate should be max
4’w x 3.5’h; 1/4” thick substrate should be
max 4’w x 4.5’h; 1” thick substrate should be
max 4’w x 5.5’h

Sold in sets of two including: 2 Brutes, 2
steel stakes
Accessories: Lights can be clamped on
the top of PVC or Wood board graphics
(indoor only)
Tools needed for assembly: hammer/mallet
*For applications below 40° fahrenheit,
please use sand in place of water

Set-up

Bottom View:

contoured base
sits stable on
uneven terrain

base holds
40 oz. of
water or sand

100% of the
water/sand empties
for storage
Weighs 20 solid
lbs. when filled
with water

Side View:
fits up to .5” thick
substrate

solid steel stake
holds secure

organic rock
texture

attractive rounded
design

solid polycarbonite
construction

